
GET STARTED GUIDE FOR CONTRIBUTORS:	
!
1. From your computer, open the email sent by your Burst Admin and click on the Set Password 
button	
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2. Set your password on burst.com from the desktop and then download the Burst App on your 
mobile device and login using your email address and the password that you just created.	
!!!!

	


!!!!!

http://burst.com


3. Go to the Burst camera to shoot your media and accept the following permissions	

	
 - Allow access to your location (this information will be saved with your media)	

	
 - Allow access to your microphone (otherwise videos will have no audio)	

	
 - Allow access to your calendar (adds even more simplicity to bubble creation)	

 	

*We do not expose your personal information anywhere – these permissions are simply to give  	

  you more functionality and a seamless experience in the App.	
!
4. Create or Select a bubble to shoot media into; or just begin shooting video 
and import that media to the bubble of your choice later.	
!!!!!!!!
TIP: Shoot your videos in LANDSCAPE whenever possible.	
!
5. Finish recording and choose a thumbnail (which you can change later) -- if you don’t choose 
one, Burst will choose the first frame of the video as your default thumbnail.	
!
6. Don’t like the media you just captured?  Click on the thumbnail in the bottom left corner of 
the camera screen, choose more options (3 dots), and delete that video.	
!
7. Click on the bubble icon (bottom left) to see all of your bubbles and then tap a specific bubble 
to “drill” into and manage the media within it -- from here you can add media (from moments, 
camera roll, or an existing bubble), remove media, or edit the media, add others, etc.	



